Calculating significance of gene expressions: (A) A dispersion plot generated with EdgeR using estimated dispersion of data in mock infected samples and then applying these to all datasets. The x-axis displays log Counts Per Million (CPM) and indicates the number of reads which map to each gene in the dataset, and the y-axis represents the level of data variation. This illustrates that genes with lower read counts display higher dispersion, and needs to be taken into account when calculating false-discovery rates. (B) Using the estimated dispersion false discovery rates were calculated and used to correct pvalues for genes. Shown here are smear plots showing all genes with mapped reads in each dataset. Red dots indicate those which are calculated to be significantly changed based on dispersion data, and black dots indicate those which are not significant. These plots display Supplementary Dataset File: List of genes to which reads were mapped: In addition to this manuscript an additional file is provided containing lists of genes to which reads were mapped for EBOV-Makona, EBOV -Ecran infections in A549 cells. Gene counts and fold change calculated using EdgeR in the R environment and arranged into lists by time post infection and either EBOV-Makona or EBOV-Ecran. P-values and FDR are also shown for each gene.
Supplementary Dataset File: List of genes to which reads were mapped: In addition to this manuscript an additional file is provided containing lists of genes to which reads were mapped for EBOV-Makona, EBOV -Ecran infections in A549 cells. Gene counts and fold change calculated using EdgeR in the R environment and arranged into lists by time post infection and either EBOV-Makona or EBOV-Ecran. P-values and FDR are also shown for each gene.
A comparison of host gene expression signatures associated with infection in vitro by the Makona and Ecran (Mayinga) variants of Ebola virus.
